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ABSTRACT This paper considers a mobile edge computing (MEC) system, where the MEC server first
collects data from emotion sensors and then computes the emotion of each user. We give the formula of the
emotional prediction accuracy. In order to improve the energy efficiency of the system, we propose resources
allocation algorithms. We aim to minimize the total energy consumption of the MEC server and sensors by
jointly optimizing the computing resources allocation and the data transmitting time. The formulated problem
is a non-convex problem, which is very difficult to solve in general. However, we transform it into convex
problems and apply convex optimization techniques to address it. The optimal solution is given in closed
form. Simulation results show that the total energy consumption of our system can be effectively reduced by
the proposed scheme compared with the benchmark.

INDEX TERMS Internet of Things, emotional computing, mobile edge computing (MEC), resources
allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the change of time, a great leap in human society is
the emergence of cities. In the modernization, the city is not
only a two-dimensional static plan but also a more system-
atic, dynamic and comprehensive social network. A certain
number and quality of artisans and merchants from all walks
of life who live in cities are separated from agriculture and
engaged in some commercial or industrial activities, forming
urban communities.

People live in this huge network, interwoven and har-
monious. As a new computing technology, artificial intelli-
gence algorithm is rising. And digitization, networking and
informatization are also increasingly integrated into people’s
life, which fundamentally change the living state of human
beings [1]. In the network, big data, Internet of things, and
the support of technologies such as artificial intelligence
develop rapidly, as far as possible to meet the diverse needs
of people, enhance and improve people’s living conditions.
For example, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is a kind of
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intelligent product [2]. It will be used in big data analy-
sis, mobile Internet, sensor technology to meet the needs
of people. And there are many other application scenarios
such as smart homes, smart grid, wearable devices and traffic
monitoring equipment, etc.

With intelligence entering into every aspect of life, people
put forward higher requirements for it, hoping to gain the abil-
ity to perceive and calculate human emotions. For example,
the elderly are one of the focuses of modern society. Shall we
design some emotional products to take care of the elderly
under modern technology [3]? Can the computer understand
the emotions of the elderly as they interact with the computer?
In the ubiquitous computing environment, computing will
be introduced into people’s daily life and people can access
computing and information services at any time. Perva-
sive computing emphasizes user-centered computing theory.
Computing should meet people’s habits and actively inter-
act with users so that users can concentrate on completing
tasks [4].

Under the demand of this era, emotional computing comes
into being. It is aimed to study human interaction and the
emotional interaction process between human and computer.
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In the calculation, emotional perception sensors and other
tools are used to collect some physiological indicators of
human, such as human expression, behavior and electroen-
cephalogram (EEG) signals. Inter-personal human commu-
nication includes verbal as well as non-verbal cues such
as hand gestures, facial expressions and verbal tones that
express emotions. The autonomous recognition of emotions
can potentially enhance the human-computer interface. The
growing interest in this field has led to the development
of emotional computation, which is a branch of artificial
intelligence that designs computer systems that recognize,
interpret and process human emotions [5]. These indica-
tors are transmitted to the mobile edge computing (MEC)
server through communication technology, where physiolog-
ical data are classified and recognized, and emotional calcu-
lation is carried out by adopting emotional analysis method
based on deep learning, so as to judge and obtain users’
emotional state.

MEC is a cloud-based technology that combines mobile
computing, cloud computing and wireless network to provide
rich computing resources for mobile users. The Multi-Layer
Perception (MLP) is an effective deep learning method to
collect and analyze film reviews from the Internet Movie
Database (IMDB) [6]. There are altogether 25,000 pieces of
IMDB film review data. After reading the data, one need
to do some processing on the data. For emotional analysis,
the program adopts python language, Keras as the deep learn-
ing framework and TensorFlow as the back-end, and runs on
a GPU server.

The collected data is transmitted over a wireless chan-
nel to a MEC server, where the data is used for emotional
computing. The relationship between the computational com-
plexity of emotion analysis and prediction accuracy is fitted.
Fitting is to find a simple and reasonable function approx-
imate expression to fit the given data from a given set of
data. In this paper, we adopt the linear fitting method to
fit the relationship between the computational complexity
of emotion analysis and prediction accuracy. Computational
complexity is calculated by computational iteration time.
The more data collected, the more accurate the calcula-
tion is, but the energy consumption will be greater and
the transmission time will be longer. Compared with tradi-
tional network protocols such as TCP/IP to transmit data
over network media, this model has the advantages of max-
imum energy saving, integrated communication and com-
puting, and minimizes the total energy consumption and
total latency of MEC servers and sensors by jointly opti-
mizing computing resource allocation and data transmission
time.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, in this paper, we investigate
the MEC-enabled emotional computing. There is one MEC
server and multiple emotion sensors, which are installed
on the Internet of things devices (IoTDs) and can collect
emotional data from users. We study how the MEC server
can optimally allocate its computing resources. According to
the emotional prediction accuracy requirement, we provide

FIGURE 1. The MEC-enabled emotional computing.

the optimal transmission scheduling scheme for the proposed
system.

Our optimization goal is to minimize computational and
communication energy consumption while processing all
emotional computational data. Our contributions are summa-
rized as follows:

• Deep learning method is used to collect and analyze
IMDB movie reviews, and then the collected data are
transmitted to the MEC server through wireless chan-
nels;

• Emotional calculation is carried out in MEC server to fit
the relationship between computational complexity of
emotional analysis and prediction accuracy. Computa-
tional complexity is selected as computational iteration
time. The longer the computing time, the more accurate
the calculation will be.

• We formulate the emotional computing problem as a
non-convex problem which is further converted into
convex problems. Using convex optimization techniques
such as interior point method and Lagrangian dual
method, the proposed algorithm performs better than the
benchmark, and the simulation results show that it is
very energy-efficient.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the related work of emotion perception and pre-
diction. In Section III, the system model and optimization
problem are constructed.We also study the emotional sensing
and prediction in Section IV. Also, we give the formula of
the emotional prediction accuracy. In Section V, resources
allocation algorithms are proposed to solve the problem.
Section VI gives the simulation results. Finally, the paper is
summarized in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS
Emotion, as a subjective cognitive concept in the traditional
sense of human society [7], gradually shows its unity, versatil-
ity and importance in cyberspace and human society with the
rapid development of Internet technology [8]. The psychol-
ogywas applied to the research of emotional computing in the
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19th century, and much progress has been made in the field
of emotions sensing and processing in the last decades [9].
Researchers promote the related research from the subjective
experiment of psychology to the emotional computing of
cyberspace big data [10]. The core problem of emotional
computing is to add elements of subjective cognition to
classical logic computing, which requires understanding the
cognitive behavioral mechanisms of humans [11].

According to the types of data that need to be processed,
the emotional computing can be divided into four types:
text-based emotional analysis, audio-based emotional anal-
ysis, image-based emotional analysis and video-based emo-
tional analysis. Acoustic features for speech emotion recog-
nition include acoustic features (e.g., tone, timbre, length)
and sentence features (e.g., speech speed, frequency, spectral
energy). Moreover, most of the face emotion recognition is
based on low-level features (e.g., color, texture, shape). The
image content including the picture of face and skin is called
high-level features. In the field of emotional computing,
a large number of literatures have made different contribu-
tions. The current emotional computing research differs in
theory, algorithm and application environment, etc.

An image sentiment calculation model based on PMJ
model is proposed in the literature [11]. The cognitive pro-
cess is summarized as perception, memory and judgment,
corresponding to the analysis, modeling and decision-making
of the calculation process. A three-stage and multi-path pro-
cessing framework combining cognition and computation is
clarified.

As for the algorithms, each sample can be represented by
its nearest k neighbors in the method of k-nearest-neighbor
(KNN) [12]. If a sample has a majority of the k nearest
neighbors in the feature space belonging to a certain category,
the sample is also classified into this category. Therefore,
the selected neighbors are all objects that have been correctly
classified in KNN. Linear Discriminant Classifiers (LDC)
makes classification based on the value obtained from the
linear grouping of the feature values [13]. Support vector
machine (SVM) constructs the optimal hyperplane as the
decision surface to maximize the separation margin between
the two classes in the data [14]. SVM can be divided into
two major categories, linear and nonlinear. It is aimed to
find a hyperplane in space that can slap all data samples,
and to make the distance of all data in the set to this hyper-
plane the shortest. Artificial neural networks (ANN) are a
kind of computational models [15]. The learning of neural
networks, also known as training, adjusts the free parameters
of neural networks (such as connection weights) through the
stimulation of the environment in which the neural network
is located, so that the neural network reacts to the external
environment in a new way. The Back Propagation (BP) is a
famous algorithm of ANN. It is composed of two processes:
forward propagation of the signal and back propagation of
the error. The process of weight adjustment of each layer
of signal forward propagation and error backpropagation is
repeated and the process of constant adjustment of weights

is the learning and training process of the network. When it
comes to the future of ANN, some algorithms will be applied,
in which convolutional neural networks and deep learning are
the most potential way to be widely applied [16], [17].

In the supervised learning algorithm of machine learning,
our goal is to get a stable model that performs well in all
aspects, but the actual situation is often not so ideal and
sometimes we can only get multiple models with preferences.
The ensemble learning [18] is to combine multiple weak
monitoring models here in order to get a better and more
comprehensive strong monitoring model. For example, Der-
akhshani and Lovelace created an ensemble way to sort startle
eyeblink out from video records shot in a high speed [19].

As for the accuracy of different models in scientific
research [20], Kahou et al. got an accuracy of 47.67% by
proposing two different models for audio and video [21].
Jiang et al. achieved an accuracy of 66.54% by using a
triple-stream Deep Belief Network (DBN) model to recog-
nize the extracted speech features and image features [22].
Kim et al. got an accuracy around 70.46% to 73.78% by
proposing an expression recognition system with DBN [23].
Hossain et al. achieved an accuracy of 84% by proposing
a Multi-Directional Regression (MDR) and an SVM-based
bimodal emotion classification system [24]. An accuracy
of 83.06% was achieved in his another work in which MDR
was used to extract speech features and the ridgelet transform
was used to extract image features [25]. Zhang et al. achieved
85.97% by using a pretrained 2D CNN model for speech and
a pretrained 3D CNN model for visual images [26].

As the combination of artificial intelligence and emotional
computing, JIBO [27] is one of the major applications devel-
oped by MIT Lab of Robotics. With the help of emotional
computing, it could response to the users according to their
emotions. It could do what other voice assistants do and
behave like a cartoon character.

In recent years, the era of the Internet of Everything has
brought new demands for data transmission bandwidth, delay,
and service performance and reliability. It is estimated that
in the near future, tens of billions of edge devices will be
deployed, and their processor speed will also increase expo-
nentially according toMoore’s Law [28]. By integrating these
large amounts of free computing power and storage space
distributed at the edge of the network to provide computing
and storage support for mobile devices seamlessly, a new
computing pattern, Mobile Edge Computing (MEC), was
proposed.

With MEC technology, mobile users have richer computa-
tional resources to finish their tasks. What deserves our atten-
tion is that mobile computing, cloud computing and wireless
networks are no longer separated. It really does good to end
devices because they will have lower power consumption and
better performance. With MEC technology, it is no longer
necessary to perform emotional analysis calculation on a
large computer as before [29].

A very important area of research in edge computing is how
to coordinate the computing resources of edge nodes [30].
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To ensure that all users who wish to use MEC resources
are able to get ubiquitous services, MEC servers and com-
pute/storage resources should be distributed throughout the
edge network. Therefore, MEC servers should be comple-
mented in a hierarchical manner in the placement of phys-
ical locations, which will enable efficient use of computing
resources and storage resources, while greatly meeting the
requirements of user quality of service (QoS) and quality of
experience (QoE). In this context, an important challenge is
to find the best way to physically place an edge computing
server based on expected user needs, while considering oper-
ational costs.

According to [31], the offloading design and resource
allocation are very critical to the energy consumption con-
trol of MEC systems. Researchers in [32] designed different
resources allocation schemes for computational resource and
radio resource in edge networks. For the minimization of
energy consumption, [33] assumed that the communication
is at a fixed rate in order to make a feasible computation
offloading decision. However, the transfer rate is not constant
actually. An optimal binary computation offloading decision
was proposed in [34], where power-rate function was given
to settle the problem. But it cannot be applied to dynamic
systems due to the random changes in the wireless communi-
cation.

The design of energy-efficient MEC requires the joint
allocation of communication and computation resources [35].
To minimize the delay in a single-user MEC system, [36]
worked on optimal offload control and resource allocation for
multiple tasks. [37] worked similarly to minimize the energy
consumption but for a single task. [38] proposed a multi-user
system and worked on optimal task splitting and resource
allocation to minimize the mobile energy consumption.

Now we creatively apply the emotional calculations we
talked about to towns. However, in terms of resource allo-
cation, the above-mentioned literatures have only considered
the resources of calculation and have not considered the
resources of communication. And most of them are for single
users rather than multiple users [39].

This paper will propose a joint community consider-
ation of computing and communication resources, multi-
user, urban community emotional computing scheme using
MEC technology.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a MEC-enabled emotional computing system,
as illustrated in Fig. 2. Without loss of generality, a two-
dimensional (2D) Euclidean coordinate is adopted.We define
O as the geometric center of all the sensors. The location of
each i-th sensor is given as (xi, yi), i ∈ N = {1, 2, . . . , N
}. Also, we assume that the location of the MEC server is
fixed at (X , Y ). Each sensor uploads its data and waits for
the executions from the MEC server. In our proposed system,
sensors transmit their data simultaneously by using FDD
technique. Once received the data, the MEC server performs
the computing task.

FIGURE 2. The proposed MEC-enabled emotional computing system.

A. TASK MODEL
We defineDi as the amount of the transmitted data from each
i-th sensor to the MEC server and Fi is the total number of
the CPU cycles that the MEC server costs to process the
data. Thus, one can express the task from each i-th sensor
as (Di, Fi, t

qos
i ), ∀i ∈ N , where Fi = φDi. The parameter φ

can be obtained by using the approaches provided in [40].
We assume all the uploading and computing process for

each sensor have to be completed in tqosi , then one has

tci + t
u
i ≤ t

qos
i , ∀i ∈ N (1)

The time used to send the data from each i-th sensor to the
MEC server is

tui =
Di
ri
, ∀i ∈ N (2)

We define B
N as the channel bandwidth of each i-th sensor

and pi as the transmitting power of each i-th sensor, σ 2 as the
noise power at the receiver of each sensor. The channel power
gain of each i-th sensor in each j-th hovering place is [41]

hi =
h0

(X − xi)2 + (Y − yi)2
(3)

where the h0 represents the received power at the reference
distance d0 = 1 m. In each j-th hovering place, the achievable
uplink data rate for each i-th sensor to theMEC server is given
by

ri =
B
N

log2
(
1+

pihi
σ 2

)
, ∀i ∈ N (4)

Moreover, the MEC server should receive enough emo-
tional data of human beings in order to predict an accurate
emotion. Thus, one can have

αi ≥ εi, ∀i ∈ N (5)

For each i-th sensor, we define αi as the accuracy of the
emotional prediction and εi is the minimum accuracy require-
ment.We fit the function of the emotional prediction accuracy
as

αi = ζDi + β, ∀i ∈ N (6)

The detailed method of the fitting and the value of the linear
parameters will be given in Section IV.
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Furthermore, the required time for each i-th sensor’s data
processing at the MEC server is

tci =
Fi
fi
, ∀i ∈ N (7)

The MEC server allocates its computing resources to all
sensors. Thus, one can have

N∑
i=1

fi ≤ fmax , ∀i ∈ N (8)

where fi is the actual computation resource allocated by the
MEC server. We define that fmax is the maximum computing
capacity of the MEC server.

B. ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL OF THE SYSTEM
The energy consumption model of the emotional computing
system consists of two parts, i.e., the computing energy of
the MEC server and the wireless communication energy of
sensors. We define the computing energy consumption of the
MEC server for each task as κi(fi)γi tci , where κi ≥ 0 is the
effective switched capacitance and γi is the positive constant.
To match the realistic measurements, we set γi = 3 [42] here.
The wireless communication energy of sensors is given as∑N

i=1 pit
u
i . Thus, the total energy consumption (denoted by

E) of the system can be given as

E =
N∑
i=1

pitui +
N∑
i=1

κi(fi)γi tci (9a)

=

N∑
i=1

pitui +
N∑
i=1

κiFif 2i (9b)

=

N∑
i=1

pitui +
N∑
i=1

κiφDif 2i (9c)

=

N∑
i=1

pitui +
N∑
i=1

κiφritui f
2
i (9d)

C. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Assume that the locations of the sensors and the UAV’s
hovering places are fixed and known [43]. Let F = {fi, ∀i ∈
N } and T = {tui , ∀i ∈ N }. In the optimization problem
below, we aim to jointly optimize the computing resources
allocation (i.e., F) and the data transmitting time (i.e., T ).
Then, the optimization problem is formulated as

P1 : minimize
F, T

E (10)

s.t. (1), (5), (8)

Notice that P1 is a mixed-integer non-convex problem,
which is difficult to find the optimal solution. We next trans-
form P1 into two convex problem, and we also develop an
iterative algorithm to find the optimal solution.

TABLE 1. Results obtained based on MLP.

IV. EMOTION SENSING AND PREDICTION
In order to complete the sensing and prediction of emotions
with a small resource consumption, this section will fit the
relationship between the amount of emotion analysis cal-
culation data and the prediction accuracy. We will choose
emotional analysis method based on deep learning to analyze
IMDBmovie reviews. The code of emotion analysis program
is derived from a GitHub project [44], which is using the
Python language, the deep learning framework Keras, with
TensorFlow back end, running on the GPU server TITAN X,
and the maximum calculation frequency is 2G cycles per sec-
ond. The data set of IMDB is derived from website [45].

A. DATA PREPROCESSING
This data preprocessing method comes from the GitHub
author [44]. There are 25,000 IMDB movie comments in
total. In the data format, review refers to the comment text and
sentiment refers to emotional classification label, in which
1 represents the positive and 0 represents the negative. After
loading the data, we need to do some processing on the data,
such as filtering out some non-ASCII characters, cleaning
out some newline characters, and converting uppercase letters
to lowercase, etc. Then we serialize the data and unify the
length. The sentence length is unified to 1000 by rounding
overage or padding 0. After that, we randomly scramble the
data and divide it into training and validation sets (segment
ratio 8:2). The index after serializing the data corresponds to
the word Embedding of the words by using love.6B.100d, that
is, each word is represented by a 100-dimensional vector.

B. FITTING DATA
The classification of IMDB based on MLP is a simple
neural network application. After getting the word vector,
we directly input it into the MLP network and perform
softmax classification after multi-layer MLP training. The
fitting will be based on the averaged data after using MLP.
The results obtained based on this method are shown in the
Table. 1.

Then we fit the time and the accuracy. It can be seen from
Tab. 1 that the accuracy rate increases gently with the time
passing by. Therefore we try to make a linear fit by least
squares and the result of the linear fitting is as Fig. 3.

The linear formula is

α = 0.0034tc + 0.8186 (11)
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FIGURE 3. Linear fitting between the computing time and the prediction
accuracy.

R2
= 0.902 is the accuracy of the linear fitting. Therefore

the fitting makes sense. In this paper, we choose the MLP
method because it is both accurate and practical. Firstly,
the accuracy of the MLP method is 0.902, which means the
performance of MLP is very good. Moreover, compared with
the other fitting methods, the MLPmethod is very simple and
it has a very good structure to design an efficient algorithm.
Therefore, the MLP method based fitting is very practical for
engineering application.

According to the system model, we can further get the
function between accuracy and the amount of data.

αi = 0.0034×
φ

f
× Di + 0.8186 (12)

= 1.7× 10−9Di + 0.8186 (13)

V. RESOURCES ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
In this section, we investigate how can the MEC server allo-
cate its computing capacity optimally. Moreover, we provide
the system with optimal transmitting scheduling scheme. The
optimal transmitting time of each sensor is given according to
the emotional prediction accuracy.

A. RESOURCES ALLOCATION
Given any transmitting time T , P1 is reformulated as

minimize
F

N∑
i=1

κiφritui f
2
i (14a)

s.t. fi ≥
φritui

tqosi − t
u
i
, ∀i ∈ N

(8) (14b)

The constraint (14b) is obtained by simplifying the con-
straint (1). The objective function (14) is the sum ofN convex
functions and the constraint functions of (14b) and (8) are also
convex. Therefore, problem (14) is a convex problem and can
be solved by applying convex optimization technique such as
the interior-point method [46]. To gain more insight, we next
use the Lagrange dual method to obtain a well-structured
solution for gaining essential engineering insights.

The Lagrange multipliers associated with the con-
straints (8) and (14b) are given as λ(λ ≥ 0) and µ , {µi ≥0,
∀i ∈ N }, respectively. Thus, the Lagrangian function of
problem (14) is

L(F, λ,µ) =
N∑
i=1

kiφritui f
2
i + λ(

N∑
i=1

fi − fmax)

+

N∑
i=1

µi(
φritui

tqosi − t
u
i
− fi), ∀i ∈ N (15)

=

N∑
i=1

[kiφritui f
2
i + (λ− µi)fi]− λfmax

+

N∑
i=1

µiφritui
tqosi − t

u
i
, ∀i ∈ N (16)

Therefore, the KKT conditions are, for i = 1, 2, . . . ,N ,

∂L
∂fi
= 2kiφritui fi + λ− µi = 0 (17)

λ(
N∑
i=1

fi − fmax) = 0 (18)

µi(
φritui

tqosi − t
u
i
− fi) = 0 (19)

N∑
i=1

fi − fmax ≤ 0 (20)

φritui
tqosi − t

u
i
− fi ≤ 0 (21)

λ ≥ 0 (22)

µi ≥ 0 (23)

From equation (18) and (20), one can notice that, once
the MEC server provides sensors with enough computing
resources, then

∑N
i=1 fi − fmax ≤ 0.

If
∑N

i=1 fi − fmax < 0, then λ = 0. According to
equation (17), 2kiφritui fi − µi = 0. One can notice that
2kiφritui fi > 0. Therefore, one can have µi = 2kiφritui fi > 0.

Thus,
φritui
tqosi −t

u
i
− fi = 0.

Moreover, if
∑N

i=1 fi = fmax , then λ > 0. And we have
µi > 0 because of equation (17). Thus, according to equa-
tion (19), one can obtain

φritui
tqosi −t

u
i
− fi = 0. Finally, the optimal

resources allocation is given as

f ∗i =
φritui

tqosi − t
u
i
, ∀i ∈ N (24)

B. TRANSMITTING SCHEDULING
Given any resources allocation F, P1 is reformulated as

minimize
T

N∑
i=1

pitui +
N∑
i=1

κiφritui f
2
i

s.t. (1), (5) (25)
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For brevity, we simplify problem (25) as

minimize
T

N∑
i=1

(pi + κiφrif 2i )t
u
i (26a)

s.t.
εi − β

ζ ri
≤ tui ≤

fit
qos
i

fi + φr
(26b)

Note that the constraint (26b) is obtained by simplifying
and combining constraints (1) and (5). One can notice that
problem (26) is a linear programming (LP) problem, which
can be solved by the well established optimization toolbox,
e.g., CVX [47] optimally and efficiently. However, in this
paper, the optimal transmitting time can be obtained quickly
by the following calculation.

Problem (26) can be decomposed into N linear problems

minimize
T

(pi + κiφrif 2i )t
u
i (27a)

s.t. (26b) (27b)

We know that the optimal solution of a linear problem can be
always obtained at its boundary. Thus, the optimal solution
of this minimization problem is obtained at the lower bound
εi−β
ζ ri

. Therefore, on can have

tu∗i =
εi − β

ζ ri
, ∀i ∈ N (28)

C. ENGINEERING INSIGHTS AND OVERALL ALGORITHM
In this subsection, we gain engineering insights of our pro-
posed optimal solution. Moreover, we propose a very simple
and efficient overall algorithm for the proposed non-convex
problem.

Firstly, we give the iterative algorithm for the joint opti-
mization problem as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The Iterative Algorithm for P1

1: Initialize : T0 and let k = 1;
2: Repeat :
3: Use equation (24) to obtain Fk ;
4: Use CVX tool box to obtain T k ;
5: Update k = k + 1;
6: Until : the fractional decrease of E is below a threshold
ε or a maximum number of iterations (kmax) is reached;

7: Return : The optimal computing resource allocation F∗

and the optimal transmitting scheduling T∗ for sensors.

For the non-convex problem, if the object function of the
original problem is not block multi-convex [48], the result
of the conventional iterative method (i.e. block-coordinate
descent method) is relevant to the initial iteration point. How-
ever, in this paper, we have obtained the optimal solutions of
two convex problems. Which means we can use the optimal
solution T∗ as the initial iteration point and then we can
directly obtain the other optimal solution F∗.

Therefore, for the computing resource allocation, we sub-
stitute the optimal tu∗i into equation (24), and we have

f ∗i =
φri(εi − β)

ζ rit
qos
i − εi + β

, ∀i ∈ N (29)

Thus, we can obtain the overall algorithm (i.e., Algo-
rithm 2) for the non-convex P1 due to the closed form for-
mulas (28) and (29).

Algorithm 2 Overall Algorithm for P1
1: Use equation (28) to obtain the optimal T∗;
2: Use equation (29) to obtain the optimal F∗;
3: Return : The optimal computing resource allocation F∗

and the optimal transmitting scheduling T∗ for sensors.

One can notice that Algorithm 2 is much simpler than
Algorithm 1 and it is very convenient for engineering appli-
cation. Furthermore, according to equation (29), one can see
that, the computing frequencywill increase when the required
emotional computing accuracy increases. Moreover, the QoS
time is another important parameter to the optimal resources
allocation scheme. When sensors require a strict QoS to
enable the emotional prediction application, we need more
computing resources so the f ∗i increases.

For the transmitting scheduling, according to equa-
tion (28), when the emotional prediction accuracy require-
ment εi increases, the transmitting time increases. Which
means the MEC server needs more data to do the emotional
prediction.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide the simulation results to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. We con-
sider the system with one MEC server and multiple users,
which are randomly and uniformly distributed within a 2D
area of 100 × 100 m2. Considering the statistic relevance
of the simulation, the results in Section VI are obtained by
1000 simulation runs with random locations of the sensors.
We set the channel power gain at the reference distance of 1
m as - 30 dB and the noise power at each sensor as - 60 dBm.
The transmission power of each sensor is set as 200 mW.
We set the effective switched capacitance κi = 10−30 to
match the realistic measurement. We run all the simulation on
the computer with the 2.90 GHz CPU and 12 GB RAM. The
simulation software isMatlab 2015a running onWindows 10.

In Fig. 4, we show the energy efficiency of our proposed
algorithms. We set the system bandwidth as 2G Hz and the
QoS requirement as 10 seconds. In the benchmark, the MEC
server uses equal computing resource to predict each user’s
emotion. One can see that, with the increasing of the accuracy
requirement, the energy consumption increases, as expected.
Also, with the increasing of the number of sensors, the energy
consumption of our proposed system increases, as expected.

However, one can see that the energy consumption of the
average allocation scheme decreases, which is because the
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FIGURE 4. The system energy consumption versus the number of sensors.

FIGURE 5. The average emotional prediction accuracy versus the average
computing frequency of all sensors.

computing capacity allocated to each sensor decreases and
the benchmark will no longer meet the prediction accuracy
requirement. Thus, the benchmark consumesmore energy but
still fails to meet the accuracy requirement of the emotional
prediction. Therefore, our proposed algorithm outperforms
the benchmark and it is very energy-efficient.

In Fig. 5, we set the system bandwidth as 2G Hz and the
number of emotion sensors as 1000. One can see that, with
the increasing of the QoS time, which is the time that our
proposed system consumes to obtain the emotion of all users,
the emotional prediction accuracy increases, as expected.
Also, with the increasing of the average computing fre-
quency, the average emotional prediction accuracy increases,
as expected.

In Fig. 6, we set the number of emotion sensors as
50. One can see that, with the increasing of the system
bandwidth, the energy consumption of our proposed sys-
tem increases, as expected. Also, with the increasing of
the accuracy requirement, the energy consumption increases,
as expected.

FIGURE 6. The system energy consumption versus the bandwidth B.

FIGURE 7. The average emotional prediction accuracy versus the average
transmitting time of sensors.

In Fig. 7, we set the number of emotion sensors as 1000.
One can see that, with the increasing of the system band-
width, the emotional prediction accuracy of our proposed
system increases, as expected. Also, with the increasing of the
average transmitting time, the average emotional prediction
accuracy of all users increases, as expected.

In Fig. 8, we set the number of emotion sensors as 500.
One can see that, with the increasing of the QoS requirement,
the energy consumption of our proposed system increases,
as expected. Furthermore, with the increasing of the emotion
prediction accuracy, the energy consumption of our proposed
system also increases, as expected.

In Fig. 9, we show the time efficiency of our proposed
overall algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 2).We compare the running
time of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. One can see that, with
the increasing of the number of sensors, the running time
saved increases, as expected. Therefore, our proposed overall
algorithm is more efficient than the conventional iterative
algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 1). Thus, our proposed overall
algorithm is very convenient for engineering application.
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FIGURE 8. The system energy consumption versus the prediction
accuracy α.

FIGURE 9. The average running time saved versus the number of sensors.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we perform emotion computing by using MEC
technique. The formula of the emotional prediction accu-
racy is given. The closed form optimal solutions and the
computing resource allocation algorithm are proposed. Thus,
we minimize the total energy consumption in the commu-
nication and computing process. Simulation results show
that the proposed scheme outperforms the benchmark and it
improves the system performance and saves the total energy
consumption.
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